Japan Wants People to Use Less Energy to Prevent Blackouts
by Shoko Oda, with Ryotaro Nakamura and Stephen Stapczynski
June 7, 2022 – Japan is stepping up appeals to citizens and companies to conserve electricity, as the nation faces a summer energy supply squeeze and escalating fuel import costs, amid the yen’s plunge. 
Prime Minister Fumio Kishida’s government convened the 1st national meeting in 5 years dedicated to discussing the power outlook, as it prepares for tight supply through the coming months and during winter, according to the trade ministry.
“The power supply this summer and the upcoming winter will be very tough,” chief cabinet secretary Hirokazu Matsuno said Tuesday.  “We would like households and businesses to do what they can, like turn off lights in unused rooms and hallways, and turning down the temperature of the refrigerator.”
Residents in Tokyo were asked last month to reduce electricity consumption, by taking steps such as watching an hour less TV a day or switching off the heater functions on toilet seats. 
Preparations are being made to restart idled thermal power plants and to help grid operators smoothly initiate planned outages, if needed as a last resort, according to documents from Tuesday’s meeting.  Officials will also extend efforts to promote power conservation measures among households.
The government will also strengthen involvement in procurement of overseas fuel, in particular liquefied natural gas.
Power grids worldwide are under intense pressure this summer - with rebounding post-pandemic demand, higher temperatures across multiple regions, and fuel costs surging on disruption to gas and coal markets, caused by the war in Ukraine.  Japan is particularly exposed to tight global market, because it relies so heavily on fuel imports. 
Northern and eastern Japan also have a 50% chance of higher-than-normal temperatures between June and August, which threatens to add pressure on a power grid stretched by the impact of a March earthquake. 
Japan’s power reserve ratio, which measures spare capacity, is expected to barely reach the minimum 3% needed for a stable supply in the Tokyo, Tohoku and Chubu areas next month, according to the government. 
The ratio is expected to go negative for Tokyo in January and February, which would trigger blackouts.
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